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                               ABSTRACT
        An autoguicler system was constructed for the 40cm Schmidt telescope at
    the ()uda Station. 'i'he sensor of the guider, a type l'IVI" FW 130 iinage dissector,
    is attaclied to the .gruiding telescope. A inicroprocessor is introduced for pro-
    cessing the sen.sor output and for correcting the guiding error of the telescepe.
    rl"hi$ enable.s the broadening of the objective prisni spe.ctra by a siniple software.
        rl'he inicroprocestor is used aiso for othe.r atixiiiary functions for the tele-

    scope control.

I. I'i}troduetion

    tl"he 40 em Schmi(lt telescope at the Ouda Station (Imagawa et al. I977)
ls usecl extensively for infrarecl and narrov,r bancl observations, which often

require long exposures. As a matter of course, observations with Iong ex-
posures are apt to result in poor photographic image quality because of much
accumulation of guicling errors. Further, in cases ofspectral observations by
using the objective prism, guicling errors in the direction of the spectral dis-

persioiL seriously de.grades the quality of tlike plate n:taterial siiiLce spectral lines

are smoothed out.
    In order to reallze better guicling in these observations., an t'{utoguicler

system was designecl ancl constructecl. A microprocessor is used in this system.

This processor controls the telescope not only for guiding but also 'for some

other functioRs necessary 'for observations. The system hcfts operated weH
for more than one year. A brief description is presented in the followings.

2. Provision of Guiding Sta}'s

    It is n]ost desirable to sense the guicle star position in the field of the main

telescope to niinimize 'fiexural errors. However, this methocl "ras not chosen

for the present system because of the foHowing two reasons. One ls that
the main telescope is not so large that there is not enough space to install

a guider sensor on the focal part assembly. The other reason is that any
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well-established methocl to sence guide
guide star (see, e.g., Jelly 1980).

tached to the main telescope, the
    Therefore, the existing guide
position. The aperture of objective

cm. At the end of the tube of th
on which a field view optics and a
    The guide stars are aquired manually;
an eye piece into which the star light
in front of the sensor. Once a star
pieee field by movements of the cross
moved off to introduce the star light
    The field area whieh is accessible
4 (deg)2. Although the field of the
diameter, it is, of course, more desirable

aquired without offset of the main
bablity that the offset of the main

magnitude of the faintest star which
    Star numbers for apparent magnitudes
We consider only stars with spectral
since the guider sensor (see later)

as for bluer stars. By assuming the
celestial sphere, probabilities that more

10mag can be aquired within an arbitrary
78%o, and 98%, respectively, if a
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   Fig. 1. The autoguider heacl attached to the

         10cm guiding telescope. An ITT
         FW130 image dissector is instal!ed in
         a white tube mounted on a set of
         cress ,s]ides (the black part). The
         current to the deflection coil is sup-
         plied from the sweep generator (a
         white box),

     errors requires a point image of a
 However, when the objective prism is at-
stellar images are linear.

telescope is used for sensing the guide star

  lense is 10cm, and its focal legth is 200
is telescope, a set of cross slides is attached

  guider sensor are mounted (Figure 1).
         a suitable star is searched through

    is reflected by a sliding mirror inserted

   image is set on a cross wire in the eye
    slides, then the sliding mirror is re-
   onto the sensor.
    by movements of the cross slides is
   main telescope is as wide as 7.01 in
       that a suitable guide star can be
 telescope from a program field. The pro-
 telescope is unnessesary depends on the
   is usable as a guide star by the guider.

         are tabulated by Allen (1973).
   types same as or earlier than F type,
 is not so much sensitive for redder stars
   random distribution of the stars on the
     than one star brighter than 8, 9, and

        4 (deg)2 are found to be 44%,
 program field is near the galactic po]e.
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For a program field near the galactic equator, the corresponcling probabilities

are as Iarge as 89%o, IOO%o, and 100%o, respectively. From these values, the
guider is of practical use if it operates for stars as faint as 9mag.

3. T.ke Star Senso!' ancl lhe Method of Guidiiag

    An image dissector of a type of ITT FzzT130 (S20-type photocathod) is

                                               OBSERVA-rlON COMFORTABLE       EYE PIeÅëE pEFLECT iON'
               ,,lkS EHT Roorgl ieooM
    ewIDiNq TEL pt"iT ,PR.k" AM p.

       pMlli?SsULHB/uDLTE:eR MaictoNt?toe-R D]fifiRTo/MRt- DFfsRp;T:A\

         pRlvER                                                              CL05E                     SwEifP HIaH SPIieD ALARM
                    EiENffRAIOR CeUNTeR EMER
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                                               MICRO-
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                         6mATTl'raDE
               FSg. L. '1'he block diagrain of the autoguider system.

                                   (6)
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                (b) Saine ft(s (a) but for y (declination) direction.
                (c) 'I'he tiniing chart of the phafe signal generatecl by the

                    s-reep greneraL'or.
                (d) 'Iihe concept of the pluse counter asseinbly.

efnployed as the gtiider sensor. "I-he in]a.ge of a guiding star is focused on
tliie photocathocl of the disseÅëtor skvliose effective apert.ure is O.Oltl iiLch square.

'I-he stellar iinasre is scanned by the instantaneous effective photocathocl in the

nianner so Åëalleci as the I<ossetta type or the Maltese-cross scan as "reH as

in the systems of the KPNO (Ball ancl I-Ioag 1968), of Geneva (Poncet an(l
Bartholdi 1972), ancl of the AAT (Kobler and VSvJallace 1976).
    I-Io"rexrer, our system is different fronii tltese above systenis in t}te poii:tt

to ineasure tlie sky-1)acl<grotntd brigitti:iess arouiitd a guide star. "rhe n]easure-

nient o'f t.he back.gro. uncl b,rig.htness is in]po. rtant. va;l]en xxre are oblidgecl tc use

'f'aint stars as guicle stars (see section 5).

    'I)he scan inode of our systeni is illustratecl in figures 3, 4a. aiitcl 4b.

The instantaneous photocathod area scans along f'our axes in orcler of positive

x, positive y, negative :v, and, finially, negative >,. "rhe :; and ty caxes are

taken to be parallel to the right ascension circle and the cleclination circle,
reEpectively. rlrlte amplitucle o'il the scan is two tinies of tlie side, a, of the

'l-ltIII':
x, Zx Y. x. Z, Y.
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effective photocathocl aperture. The output from the sensor when the defiect-
tion of the center of the instantaneous effective photocathocl aperture is less

than a is due to contributlons from the star, from the sl<y, and from the darl<

emissions. On the other hand, when there is no star near the guiding star,
the output from the sensor when the defiection is between a and 2a is due
to contributions from the si<y and from the dark emissions.
    The scan is rea!ized by a special sweep generator (Figure 1) which
supply a wave current to the deflection coil attached to the image dissector.
A digital circuit generates a cligital wave, which is convertecl into a wave

current by a D/A converter. The scan frequency is selected from among 15,
30, ancl 60 Hz. In adclition to the wave current, a parallel foLn'-bit-signal by

which the phase of the scan can be distinguished is generated by the sweep
generator at each instance when a period of the scan is devided into 16ths,
as illustrated in figure 4c. This generator was providecl by Kobayashi Seisaku-

sho Co. Ltd. together with the assemb}y of the sensor part.
    The photon counting method is applied for the naeasurement of the output
of the image clissector, which is followed by a preampllfier, a }inear amplifier

ancl a cliscriminator (Figure 2) which are widely provided for use in nuclear

expel'III)ellts.

    A pulse counter asse!nbly, custom-made for this guider by Kokusai Data
Kil<i Co., Ltcl., counts, accumlates, ancl storages the imput pulses from the

discriminator. According to the phase signal froin the sweep generator, this

counter assembly accumlates the pulse numbers separately for six kinds of
the phase intervals of the deflection of the effective photocathod aperture.
    These six 1<incls of the phase intervals correspond to the ranges of O:illx
;$la, -a::l-r::SlO, a:EIlxl::il2a, O;Ely:51a, -a:ly:il{O, and a;:Sf yl:.l{2a, respective-

ly, where : and y are the deflection of the center of the effective photocathod

aperture. rl]he nurnbers of pulses accumulated aRcl stored in the corresponding

six memories within a certain lntegration time are expressed as X+, X-, Zx,
Y-, and Z}r, respectively. Then, the error signals E.. and E,, are computed as

               .ww "x* - X+-X-              cx === ""'r"L' """----"""'----------"' ) (1)
                               + Xin - Z..                   (a/2) X.

and

              .rm J,* - Y+-\we              cv ww ""----"-------'-----'------------ , (2)
               ' (a/2)                            Y.s- Y- - Z.

where (x*,y*) is the coordinate of the position of the gulde star, or the
average guide errors during the integration time. These guide errors are
transformed into the time intervals during which the telescope motors of fine
motion should be clrived in order to make s. and sy zero.
    The control of the counter assembly, the computation of the error signals,

and the control of the telescope motors are conductecl by a microcomputer
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system supplied by Kokusai Data Kiki Co. Ltcl.. The microprocessor usecl
cas the CPU in this system is of a type TI 8080A.

tl,. Byoadeni}ag of Objeel;ve Prism Spec{ra

    As is xxtell 1<nown, the broadening of objective prism spectra clemands sl<ill-

'ful technique to an observer because of absence of a slit with which trace
of poor guicling is covered in case of the observation with a spectrograph.
'rherefore, it is niuch advantageous to equip an autoguider for a Schmiclt
telescope Nvith ability to broaden the objeetive prisna spectra.

    In principle, t"ro kiiricls of naethods for broacleiting nia.x.T exir,t. Oite is to

1)rovicle a .gLiicle-star iinage x•vhich inoves Hnearly in the clirectlon perpencliculca. r

to the clispersion of spect'ra. Usual auto.gruicle x•vith this nioving guicle-star Nxrill

resultantly broaden the spectra. 1'he n)ovenient inight be realized by soine

preoptics and/or n)echanics. 'I-he other niethod is to niove linearly the sensor

of an autoguic]er by sonie naecl/ianical n)eans. Autoguiders x•vith the n]ovinsr

sensor produce broadeiiiing as vxral1 as above methocl.

    A inethod xvhich inay belong to the fornier n]ethocl has been success'fuHy

deviced for the X7ratican .Schmiclt (Otten et al. 1978). In this system, the
autoguide in the right assension is clisablecl 'f'or t.he first, ancl, then an offset

of the telescope in the direction of the right ascension is causecl by changing

the rate of tliie sidereal clrive for a short tinae interval. 'I"1itereafter, the

sidereal clrive rate is restored to the norn]al one, ancl, siinultaneousl.y, the

autoguic]e ls reactivatecl. By this niethocl, s.pectra ctan be broaden when the
clig. persion is in the clirect'ion of the cleclination.

  As for the latter niethod in case of' the electronic scan by an iinage clissector,

tlte niec}/}anical nioveiitient of the sensor could be replaced by off.get c)f tlite

coordinate systeni o'f tiLe scan by supplyiirit,T, ,a bias Åëurreirit xvhiclit clrhanges

linearly xvith tiine to tliLe deflection coil in adclition to tlLe current 'for the i.isual

scan. In such a systen), I<eeping the error slgnals zero broadens the spectra.

    In our systen), the offset of the coorclinate system is realized by a soft-

ware. ' rhe observer cairt tal<e an optional routine yvhich niodifies the error
signal as

                     c- .• == c- ,. -F Y'(t) cos O, (3)
an cl

                     s,.r=: e, -- f(t) sin e, (4)
xvhere s. and e,, are definecl by (1) ancl (2), e is the angle between :v axis

ancl the direction of the spectral broaclening (Figure 5). 'I"he function .f(t)

changes as a triangular Nvave xvith tiine t., and the peak-to-peal< an)plitude of

the xvave relates to the broaclne.gs of the spectra. Control of the telescope
so as to keep the moclifiecl error signals zero causes a niotion o'f the guicle
star along a line, seginent shox•vn in figure 5. From this 'figure, one can easily
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              of ttie iinage dissect/or in ca$e of broadening the objective
              prisin spectra 1-he square .shows the effective photocathod
              apcsrture at its neutral position.

fincl that the aniplltude of the nx)venieiit is Iiniited "rithin the size of the

effective photocathod aperture.

    rFhe ainplitude and the angle e tire set as l)araineters zzrhich shoulcl be

input into the g.ystem by the observer. In practice, the broaclness of the
spectra on the plate are selectable aniong several steps fron) zero (no trail)

to O.2 nnni. 1'he angle e can be taken an arbitrary value at 300 interval accord-

in.g to the position angle o'f' the apex of the objects've prisni.

5. rll"he (}uider Perforinance

    As cliscussecl in section 2, the present guider is expectecl to operate with

a .gfuide star as faint as 9 niag in ocler to avoid offset of the inain te}escope

froi)i a progran) field.

    Itlowever, sinee the aperture of the o. bjective lense of the guicle telescope

to "rhich the gLiider sensor is attached is only 10cni in cliaineter, the statisticcal

fitictuation of tlie p}io. ton nunibei' is serious iirt ineasuriiikg the guide ei'i'oi'

by usiiiLg a faint star.

    "rhe inaccuracy of the error si.gnal clue to the photon statistlcs is estiniatecl

from equation (1) aRcl (2). I..et LSÅ} be tlae contributioi/is f'rotn the guid star iiit

iX'1.,. (or Y.i) and 1) be that 'frorn the sky plus dark. 'rhen, considering that

the fl[uctuations of Sand Dare equal to VSI and Vlll5, respectively, the theory

of tliie propagation of error g.ives tlrie standard deviation O" of s iiit case tli{at

s is nearly eqi.ial to zero, l.e., :".,. =: 5"- == 5", as

                     if2=: .i '.ttsP. (5)
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    In our system, the size of the effective photocathod aperture corresponcls

to 37", whi}e the most 'frequent image diameter at the Ouda Station seems 3".

Therefore, if the guiding is intencled to be as accurate as one tenth of the
image cliameter, (f should be 1<ept less than O".i5/(37"/2) ==O.O08. From this

value, our system is so designed as O==O.Ol.
    Once the accuracy 0 is set, the integration time required to smooth out
the fiuctuation of the photon number is estimatecl for a given magnitude of
a guide star. Let s and d be pulse cotmts per unit time due to the star
}ight ancl to the sl<y brightness plus the darl< eniission, respectively. Then,
the integration time is related to these quantities as S=:s(v/8) ancl D==:d(v/8),

since the phase interva}s when the star ancl the sl<y are observed are one
eighth of a periocl for one direction of the coordinate axis (see figure 4a and

4b). By introducing the above expressions of S ancl D into equatlon (5),
we obtain

                     .. ww 4(s A- cl)                     L-------tt•i-1}•i----. (6)

    'I'lie couiriting rate s 'is evaluatecl by the following equation:

                s-ww ler, (Sf' )LIOww `" `M"f(kv) S, oo' 1' (?L) Q (7L) cl 2L, (7)

"rhere (P is the cliameter of the objective }ense, 7nv the visual magnitucle ofa

guide star, f(tey) the air mass function. P(,?,) deRotes the photon flux from
a Oth mag star at wavelength Z through a ciear unit air mass, ancl Q(1) is
tlrie quemtum efficiency of the plitotocathocl to produce a pliotoelectroiri by a

single photon. 'rhe effect of various light loss clue to the optical elements,

ti:ie air polution ancl etc. is represei}ted by a g.ingle nuinerical factor le.

    Hereafter, we consider an AO star as a representative since A type is
the most frequent type among spectral types earlier than or equal to F (Allen
1973). Introclucing P(Z) for AO type and Q(2t) for S20 type, we obtain that

              sma"wle•3xlOV-O''{M"f(k`') (cotmt•secnti). (8)

The numerical factor le has been estimatecl to be equal to O.2 or less by
experiments in excellently transparent nights.

    In the next place, the counting rate d sliould be estirnated. As f'or the

si<y backgrouncl brightness, we assuine 10 times of the natural brightness
(Allen 1973) sinee the city light from the Osaka Megalopolice affects seriously

in the north NALrest part of the sky at the Oucla Station. "I'hus, the puise
count rate is found to be 1031e or so over the effective photocathod aperture.
As to the dark emissions, the rate is as small as 100 count•secww' according

to the data sheet by the manufacturer. Therefore, cl seems to be around 300
count•secwui.

    Using the above data for equation (6), the integration time required to
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measure the guiding error with accuracy of O."3 for a 9th mag star at the
zenith is found to be about 30 sec or Ionger when the atmosphere is clear.
In practice, 60 sec or more is required to guide with a 9th mag star at an
intermediate zenith distance where the atmospheric transparency is intermediate.

    Unfortunately, however, there is a periodic tracking error in the sidereal

drive of our telescope driving mechanics. This error is attributed to the worm

gear. The amplitude is about 2" and the period is2min. Therefore whena
9th mag star is used as a guide star, the guider system cannot completely
compensate this periodic tracking error. In cases of practical observations,
7th or brighter stars are used at the present stage. The refinement of the
driving mechanism is desired.
    The performance of the autoguider is seen in figure 6, which shows two
stellar images of a same star on a plate; one image was taken by operating
the autoguider and the other by no guiding. The exposures of both images
are 10min. Figure 7 also illustrates the performance by representing the
changes of the error signals with time on a chart recorder. In the case of
this experiment, the guid star used was so bright that the integration time
was taken as 1 sec. From this figure, the guide error is found to be about
O."2, which is consistent to the accuracy originally intended.

    Further, figure 8(a) demonstrates the stellar images trailed by the auto-

        "/' j

          ".t

Fig. 6. The stellarimages on
      a plate with the auto-
      guide (the upper) and
      with no guide (the
      Iower) . The exposure
      times are 10min for
      both.
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               (a)
  Fig. 8, (a) A photograph of stellar imageg.
            the objective prism. Two exposures
            are given on a plate.
        (b) Spectra taken by autoguide.

guider but without the objective prism.

posures were given which are orthogonal
observations, the spectra with their

the stellar images are broadened. Spectra
in figure 8(b).

6. The 0peration of the System

    Except the acquisition of guide

is operated from the control switch
parameters necessary for individual observations,

time and etc. are input from wheel switches.
is controled by push switches.
    The microprocessor introduced for
guiding but also for other various auxiliary

Major functions of these are described

(1) Keeping Times
    A clock of Japan Standard Time generates
The pu!se interrupts the CPU to calculate

and T. TSUJIMURA

      ",t '-1"t-. . '' t. ...
        •• --
                    '                     '
      x          ' m''
                '
                             `              '       ttt tt t      '-' ' m"'
                   (b)
   trailed for spectral observation but without

       with trails perpendicular each other

 The width is O.2mm on the original plate.

    On this plate, two experimental ex-

      each other. In cases of spectral
dispersion perpendicular to the trails of

      taken by the autoguide are shown

 and its Auxiliary Funetions

stars described in section 2, the guider

 pannel shown in figure 9. Numerical
            for example, the integration
         The start and stop of autoguide

   this guider is used not only forauto-
      functions of the system (figure 2).

  in the followings.

          a pulse at one second interval.
    the Iocal sidereal time at the instance.
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(2) Pointing the Telescope
    The attitude of the telescope is sensed by two absolute encoders attached

on the telescope axes. The one digit of the encorder corresponds to 6'.
The telescope is pointed to a field whose central coordinate is input from the

control pannel. The coordinates of program fields up to 99 can be registered
prior to the observation of a night.

    Pointing the telescope to the rest attitude at which the plate holder is
loaded on or unloaded from the telescope is so programmed that the observer
can drive the telescope without inputting the eoordinate.
    When the objective prism is attached to the telescope, the deflection of
the direction of the telescope from the program field is automatically corrected

according to the direction of the vertex of the prism.

    Driving the telescope for pointing or resting can be made by pushing
only one button on the control pannel.

(3) Monitering the Exposure
    The CPU eounts the exposure time and closes the camera shutter when
the integrated exposure time becomes equal to the preset value which was
input from the control pannel.
    The camera shutter is also closed when the guide star becomes too faint
by clouds for its position to be measured with the accuracy described in sec-

tion 5. Further, the exposure is interrupted when the guide error becomes
larger than a value which was input from the control pannel by the observer.

    The observer has option to integrate the sky background brightness. In
the case of this option, the dark emission is measured at every four integration

time intervals by closing a shutter in front of the image dissector. When
the integraded sky barkground brightness exceecls a preset value, the camera
shutter is closed.
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Fig. 9. The control switch
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Fig. 10. The display on the CRT. Massages are
   in the lower left part below the double
   lines.

shown
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              Fig. 11. The system components except for the guider
                     head part.

(4) Display and Alarms
    On two CRTs, various parameters of the observation are displayed (figure
10). On the left half areas of the CRTs are displayed the times, the attitude

of the telescope, the exposure time, the status of the camera shutter and so
on. The guide error is shown on a cr6-coordinate plane on the right halves

of the CRTs. Tens messages to the observer are given on the CRTs to
assist the operation of the system.
    The CPU calls the observer's attention by a buzzer to a few affairs, i.e.,

finish of an exposure, unexpected interruption of an exposure, and dangerous
attitudes of the telescope.

    One CRT is set in the observing room together with other components
of the system (figure 11). The other CRT is set in a neighbouring room,
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where tliLe observer can monitor tlLe status of tlte automatic observatioit. In

this room, extensions of the buzzer ancl of the switches for closing the camera

shutter and for the emergency stop of the telescope motion are also set.
(5) Recorcling the Observation Log

    "rhe log of the observation is recordecl on a type "rriter and on a paper
tape. Before the output, observational parameters which cannot be automati-
cally sensed, i.e., the emu}usion type, the filter name, the weather conclition

and etc., are input by the observer from the control pannel beforthe output
of the record.
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